Creating a 4-Track Sequence with Xpand2

1. Reopen your Xpand session, or create a new, blank session: `xpand-kauffmann`

2. Go to Track > Create Click Track to create a click/metronome.

3. Go to Track > New and create one stereo instrument track.

4. Choose Window > Mix and go to the Insert section on the Mix Window and insert the multi-channel instrument, “Xpand2”
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5. Assign a different sound to each of the 4 Part Controls. Make sure each part has a different MIDI channel (1-4)

6. Go to Track > New and create 4 new MIDI Tracks and name them based on the sounds you’ve chosen.

7. In the Mix Window’s I/O section of these new tracks, the output is defaulted to “predefined.” Change each of the 4 MIDI tracks to output Xpand channel 1, channel 2, channel 3 & channel 4 respectively.
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8. Press the **record enable button** on your first **MIDI track**, or the MIDI track you want to record first. It will blink red.

9. Make sure the **Count Off** is highlighted so you hear 8 counts prior to recording. Consider adjusting your **tempo**.

10. Press **record and play** on the **transport**.

11. Play a few measures on your MIDI keyboard and repeat steps 8-10 for **MIDI tracks 2, 3, & 4**.